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                The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 12 detective fiction stories by Arthur Conan Doyle.  An inevitable collection of Adventure stories, without which our library would miss the action packed thriller moments of the world famous Sherlock Holmes. It is hard to believe Holmes is only a fictitious character, not a living man. Penn..
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                The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 12 detective stories by Conan Doyle. Missing race horse and dead Jockey. Holmes resolves the case of Silver Blaze by suspecting why the security dog was doing nothing on the day horse was reported to be missing.

Holmes detective skills resolve the case of The Yellow Face, mysterious killing of Ja..
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                South Sea Tales

                
 by   Jack London 
Set in Island communities and aboard a ship, this Jack London work of the collection of short stories were written and published in the first decade of nineteenth century.

This collection has nine stories which are The House of Mapuhi, The Whale Tooth, Mauki, Yah! Yah! Yah!", The Heathen, The Terrible Solomons, The Inevitable, White Man and The ..
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                The Game

                
 by   Jack London 
"This is the last fight", was told by the young man to his would be wife. Joe the young man who makes extra earnings from prize-fighting, would never have thought , that last fight would be death in the rings.

Written by Jack London while he was a sports reporter, The Game might be one of the Four novels written about prize-fighting. Key Ch..
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                Tales of Space and Time

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
Tales of Space and Time is Written in the last decade of eighteenth century by Science fiction novelist H.G Wells. These stories were published as periodicals in multiple volumes in monthly magazines. This is a collection of 3 short stories (The Crystal Egg, The Star and The Man Who Could Work Miracles ) and 2 Novels ( A Story Of The Stone Age &..
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                In the Year 2889

                
 by   Jules Verne 
What will happen in the year 2889. This is a visionary work of Jules Verne written in a time where there were no technological advancements realized.

But it is interesting to accept the fact that many of the technological advancements written in this book are a reality today.

Technologies like video conferencing, Air travel and many other are..
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                The Canterville Ghost

                
 by   Oscar Wilde 
The Canterville Ghost, is a comical story of a Ghost's (Sir Simon) failed attempts to terrify the residents of the haunted house, the Canterville. Mr.Otis family is decided to reside in the haunted house, in spite of warnings from many people that ghost exists in the house. Mr.Otis family consists of the couple (Mr & Mrs.Otis), their fifteen ye..
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                His Last Bow An Epilogue of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The title of this book might suggest the meaning that, this can be inevitable end to the great detective character created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Infact this could be the penultimate collection of Sherlock Holmes stories series books. There are eight stories in this collection.

"The Adventure of Wisteria Lodge", "The Adventure of the Red Cir..
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